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ABSTRACT
The practical goal of pronunciation training is to acquire an intelligible enough pronunciation, not a native-like pronunciation. In our
studies [1, 2], we proposed a method that can annotate instantaneous
intelligibility of a given L2 English utterance by monitoring listeners’ listening behaviors. The listeners were asked to shadow the L2
utterance and the degree of being inarticulate in shadowing was automatically quantified to be used as scores of the instantaneous intelligibility, which were shown to be highly correlated with subjective
intelligibility scores. In the present paper, we make an objective assessment of the proposed method, where the automatic scores are
compared with those calculated objectively based on manual transcripts of the shadowings. Experiments show that the former scores
have such a high correlation as 0.935 with the latter scores, which
is higher than correlation obtained using another kind of automatic
scores calculated by transcribing the shadowings with ASR. Further,
since intelligibility is sometimes discussed in pronunciation training in such smaller units as phonemes, our method is experimentally
applied to intelligibility annotation with multiple granularity. Experiments show a high validity of our method to calculate instantaneous
intelligibility in units of word, syllable, phoneme, and frame.
Index Terms— language learning, instantaneous intelligibility,
shadowing, posteriorgram DTW, granularity
1. INTRODUCTION
In traditional pronunciation training, native-speaker models were
used as a tool to teach how to speak in the target language. In this
framework, learners had to mimic utterances from native speakers,
and teachers had to detect and correct the segments in learners’
utterances that were produced with inadequate articulation. During
recent decades in applied linguistics, however, it has been claimed
that the practical goal of pronunciation training for language learning
should be to acquire an intelligible and comprehensible enough pronunciation [3–11], not a native-like pronunciation. After Munro and
Derwing clarified a significant importance of the intelligibility and
comprehensibility in their studies [4–6], where intelligibility was
defined as correctness of actual understanding and comprehensibility as processing difficulty perceived in understanding, researchers
have carried out a large number of studies to better measure the
intelligibility and comprehensibility of learners’ utterances. In [9],
various methods are surveyed to measure the two constructs, and
the most frequently-used method for intelligibility is listeners’ transcription of sentence read-alouds by learners. By comparing the
transcript with the script or prompt that were read aloud by learners,
the ratio of correctly transcribed words is calculated as word-based
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intelligibility score. While the intelligibility is often measured in an
objective way, the most widely-used method for comprehensibility
is subjective rating. In this method, for given L2 utterances, rating
is made by listeners subjectively using an N -point scale.
Although various methods have been tested to measure the two
constructs [9], the two pioneering researchers admit that no measure
of intelligibility is ideal [11]. Transcription of an utterance always
takes a longer time than that utterance. Since repeated presentation of the utterance is not allowed for transcription, and listeners’
memory capacity is limited [12], only short sentences with a simple
syntactic structure are available to be transcribed [13–18]. Further,
when transcribing an utterance, a listener may reconstruct what s/he
heard by guessing what the speaker intended [9,15,16]. These drawbacks seem to be inevitable because the transcription-based method
observes post-listening behaviors of listeners [11, 19, 20]. If we can
introduce a method that can monitor while-listening behaviors of listeners, it may be a more valid method to measure intelligibility [11].
In this paper, intelligibility measured by monitoring listening behaviors online and realtime is denoted as instantaneous intelligibility.
In addition to immaturity of intelligibility measurement, a drawback of subjective rating is also pointed out in [9], although subjective rating is possible even while listening. For example, a listener
judges subjectively the degree of processing difficulty that s/he perceives while trying to understand what the speaker intended. Even if
the listener finds it easy to understand, however, s/he may have misunderstood what was intended and may be unaware of that. In subjective rating only, correctness of understanding may be ignored. We
can say that intelligibility and comprehensibility are complementary,
implying that each of them is insufficient in itself probably because
of immaturity of their operational procedures for measurement. Being inspired by the pioneering researchers’ explanation that the two
constructs are related, but only partially independent [11], we proposed a new operational procedure to integrate both constructs into a
single metric, instantaneous intelligibility [1, 2], which is quantified
objectively by while-listening observation of listeners.
The detailed procedure of deriving the instantaneous intelligibility is explained in the following section, and the main body of
this study focuses on 1) objective assessment of the new metric of
instantaneous intelligibility, and 2) applicability of the new metric
to intelligibility measurement in smaller linguistic units. In the objective assessment, a special attention is put on non-native listeners.
Since English learners often communicate with non-native speakers
in international contexts [18, 21], we examine how accurately the
proposed method can monitor non-native listeners’ behaviors. In
applied linguistics, intelligibility is sometimes discussed by using
smaller units than words, such as phonemes [22–24]. This is why
we examine applicability of the proposed method in this paper.
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(a) Learners’ shadowing

Fig. 1: Sequence of words intended by a learner and sequences of
words perceived by different listeners
2. INSTANTANEOUS INTELLIGIBILITY ANNOTATION
BASED ON SHADOWING TECHNIQUES
(b) Native listeners’ shadowing (S) and script-shadowing (SS)

2.1. What to measure and how?

Fig. 2: Two modes of shadowing

In Computer-Aided Language Learning (CALL) studies [25–31],
learners’ utterances are often compared with native ones and some
scores are calculated. The most famous method of score calculation
is probably Goodness Of Pronunciation (GOP) [25], where posterior probability of intended phoneme pt is calculated for ot , speech
frame at time t. Since the probability of P (pt |ot ) is calculated
based on acoustic models for Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR)
trained with a huge amount of native utterances, the probability can
quantify the validity of ot as native speech instance of pt . Thus,
GOP is a native-likeness score and automatic measurement of intelligibility and comprehensibility needs a totally different strategy.
As explained in a series of studies [3–11] for intelligibility and
comprehensibility, both constructs have to be measured from listeners’ behaviors or judgments, not from acoustics of the speaker’s
utterance. How to measure what from listeners while they are listening to a given L2 utterance? Figure 1 illustrates a scene where
a learner is saying something and two listeners, who are native or
non-native, are listening to the utterance. The utterance is acoustic realization of what the speaker intended, which is denoted as
W : w1 , w2 , ..., wN . The two listeners are listening and perceiving
phonemes, syllables, and words in a top-down way or in a bottomup way. In the figure, the word sequence that listener a perceives
a
and that of listener b is shown
is denoted as W a : w1a , w2a , ..., wN
a
b
b
b
b
as W : w1 , w2 , ..., wNb . Generally speaking, W a and W b are hidden and invisible to the speaker. It also seems difficult technically
to detect each word in W a and W b online and realtime. However,
we strongly claim that the word sequences that come up to mind in
listeners should be what learners are eager to know. Accented utterances of a learner can be unintelligible and incomprehensible in
some contexts, but they are generally highly intelligible and comprehensible to that learner because they are his/her own speech. In other
words, intelligibility and comprehensibility depends on listeners and
it is difficult for a learner to imagine how various others including
non-native listeners are listening to his/her accented speech.
Online and objective observation of listeners is possible by using physiological sensing techniques, where pupillometry and ElectroEncephaloGram (EEG) were used to quantify cognitive load and
listening efforts [32–34]. This approach is good at online observation, but we can point out two major problems. Similar to subjective
rating of comprehensibility, correctness of online and realtime understanding is still unknown, and the cost is inevitably high because
special devices are needed for sensing. We can say that this approach
is not practical enough for language education.

2.2. Instantaneous intelligibility measured online at low cost
based on shadowing techniques
In our recent studies [1, 2], by referring to classical and recent findings in speech science and recent developments in speech technology, a method was proposed to measure instantaneous intelligibility by monitoring listeners’ while-listening behaviors. If a laptop is
available with earphones, no additional device is needed.
As described in Section 1, the transcription-based approach for
intelligibility measurement takes a longer time than a given utterance, and thus it is not online observation. The required time for
completing the task can be reduced by changing the task from manual transcription to oral repetition. In [14, 16], listeners were asked
not to transcribe but to repeat orally what they heard immediately after listening to a given L2 utterance. Their repetitions were manually
transcribed by experimenters to calculate word-based intelligibility.
In this method, the amount of listeners’ task was effectively reduced
but the task was still offline because listeners were asked to repeat
after they listened to an L2 utterance. Further, the L2 utterance had
to be still short enough due to memory capacity of listeners, which
is a very strong constraint to measure intelligibility.
In [1, 2], the task was changed again from oral repetition after
listening to oral repetition while listening, i.e. shadowing, where it
is easy to monitor while-listening behaviors. Shadowing was originally proposed in speech perception studies [35–39]. In [37, 38],
it was used to analyze the human behaviors of processing spoken
words and to model the process of accessing to the mental lexicon
that is assumed to exist in mind. Recently in [40–43], shadowing
was introduced to language education. Learners listen to and comprehend model utterances, and orally reproduce them as quickly and
accurately as possible. Without prior knowledge of the presented
utterance, about 1 sec delay is often found. Since learners reproduce the model utterances with their speech image intactly stored in
auditory memory, by shadowing repeatedly, the learners can get to
speak with accurate pronunciation, rhythm, and intonation. Figure 2
(a) shows learners’ shadowing and Figure 2 (b) shows native listeners’ shadowing proposed in [1, 2]. In the latter shadowing, native
listeners do not have to mimic the learner’s accented pronunciation
but have only to reproduce orally what they just heard in their own
accent. Here, shadowing is applied to native listeners for the original purpose of shadowing, i.e. investigation of which entries of their
mental lexicons are activated while listening to the L2 utterance.
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By shadowing, it is made possible to observe the words online
that come up to mind in listeners, shown as W a and W b in Figure 1.
Recent findings in speech science and brain science are considered to
indicate a scientific validity of this shadowing framework as method
of online observation of the lexical access processing in mind. Although still controversial, researchers claim that listening to an utterance invokes motor neuron activities for articulation, which are a
part of the neuron activities that would be observed if the listener
repeated the presented utterance orally. These neurons are called
mirror neurons [44–47], and listening seems to be linked involuntarily to silent repetition in the brain. This finding implies that, while
listening, listeners are potentially ready to shadow and that shadowing is a task of voluntary oral reporting of what a listener is mirroring
in the brain and which words come up to mind in the listener.
In [2], the difference between W x (x=a, b in Figure 1) and W ,
which is instantaneous intelligibility and termed as |W x −W |, was
quantified approximately without manual transcripts of native listeners’ shadowing. As in Figure 2, after shadowing, a native listener
was asked to complete another task of script-shadowing, where shadowing was done with the learner’s script visually presented. Since
script-shadowing is the best performance of shadowing without stuttering or inarticulate production, in [2], the difference between shadowing (S) and script-shadowing (SS), |S−SS| in Figure 2, was quantified by Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) between two Phonemebased PosteriorGrams (PPG) of the two shadowings. Although each
word in shadowing was not identified, |S−SS|, which corresponds
to correctness of understanding, showed high correlation with subjective rating of intelligibility [2]. Further, in another previous study
[48], native utterances were shadowed by native listeners, where the
native utterances were prepared by controlling the processing difficulty qualitatively, which was related to pragmatics, syntax, and semantics. It was shown that the higher the processing difficulty was,
the larger portions of shadowings were observed with stuttering or
inarticulate production. This result indicates that |S−SS| is related
also to processing difficulty of understanding, i.e. comprehensibility.
In the following sections, we firstly focus on objective assessment of the proposed method, where |S−SS| is compared with the
intelligibility scores manually and objectively calculated. The unit
of intelligibility is word. Here, as shown in Figure 2, listeners’ shadowings are carefully transcribed, and by comparing the transcript
with the script used in learners’ recording, the objective intelligibility scores, i.e. |W x −W |, are calculated. Non-native speakers of English as well as native speakers participate in the experiment as shadowers. Secondly, the unit of comparison in |S−SS| and in |W x −W |
is changed from word to smaller units of syllable and phoneme. In
both experiments, by introducing Text-To-Speech (TTS) conversion,
two versions of |W x −W | are examined, text-based and PPG-based.
3. OBJECTIVE INTELLIGIBILITY BASED ON
MANUAL TRANSCRIPTS
3.1. Intelligibility based on deterministic transcripts
Shadowing utterances by a shadower are carefully transcribed by a
trained transcriber who has the same L1 as that of the shadower.
Some shadowers are non-native speakers and their shadowings are
foreign-accented, which are transcribed adequately by transcribers
who have the same L1. Comparison between the transcript and the
script is made based on text-based symbolic DTW. Once the optimal
alignment path has been formed, the numbers of substitutions (S),
deletions (D), and insertions (I) are calculated. Using these numbers,
word-based %Accuracy (wAcc) is calculated as (N −D−S−I)/N ,

where N is the total number of words in the script. wAcc is used as
ground truth of word-based objective intelligibility. %Accuracy can
be calculated by using smaller units such as syllable and phoneme.
Phoneme-based %Accuracy (pAcc) is calculated by first converting
the transcript and the script to phoneme sequences with the CMU
pronunciation dictionary [49], and then performing phoneme-based
symbolic DTW between the two sequences. Syllable-based %Accuracy (sAcc) is also calculated in a similar way, where syllabification
is conducted for a phoneme sequence with tsylb software [50].
It should be noted that pAcc and sAcc can both properly assess
shadowers’ incomplete comprehension as partly correct. For example, when comparing the word “conception” with the word “consumption”, in a word unit, they are assessed as totally different; in
a syllable unit, only the middle syllable /sep/ is assessed as different
to the syllable /s2mp/; in a phoneme unit, only the phoneme /e/ is
assessed as different to /2/ and /m/. With smaller units, finer comparison is made possible. Further, by converting a transcript, which
can be viewed as deterministic transcript, into a probabilistic version
by using TTS conversion and DNN-based ASR front-end, even finer
comparison will be made possible.
3.2. Intelligibility based on probabilistic transcripts
With sAcc and pAcc, finer comparison was made possible, but
in a phoneme unit, /e/ is assessed as different to /2/, while it is
also assessed as similarly different to /m/. This is somewhat weird
because both /e/ and /2/ are vowel, and /m/ is not a vowel. In a
phonemic transcript, we can say that phonetic similarity between
two phonemes are ignored. By taking phonetic similarity into account for comparison, much finer comparison will be made possible.
For this, we convert a phonemic transcript into its probabilistic version, which is Phoneme-based PosteriorGram (PPG). A PPG is a
sequence of probabilistic distributions, each of which represents
speech frame at time t, ot , as vector comprised of phoneme-based
posteriors (P (c1 |ot ), P (c2 |ot ), ..., P (cN |ot )), where N is the total
number of phoneme classes (≈2,000). It is very reasonable to regard
an ordinary and deterministic phonemic transcript as a one-hot PPG.
The probabilistic transcripts are derived by applying a speech
synthesizer and a DNN-based ASR front-end to word-based transcripts. A probabilistic version of scripts can also be obtained. Amazon Polly [51] is used to convert the transcripts and the scripts into
synthetic utterances, which are then converted to their PPGs.
3.3. DTW between two PPGs with multiple granularity
As explained in Section 3.1, text-based DTW between a script and
a transcript is conducted with multiple granularity, and wAcc, sAcc,
and pAcc are calculated as ground truth intelligibility scores. Similarly, PPG-based DTW, which is conducted between a shadowing
and a script-shadowing and between the synthetic speech of a transcript and that of a script, is made by using multiple units of frame,
phoneme, syllable, and word. Here, an utterance is converted into
its PPG using a DNN-based ASR front-end trained with the WSJKALDI [52] recipe because the target language of learning is North
American English. In PPG-based DTW, the Bhattacharyya distance
[53] is used as local distance.
Examples of PPG-based DTW in the four different units are visualized in Figure 3. A learner’s utterance of “not correct” was shadowed and script-shadowed by a native speaker, and the PPGs of the
two shadowings are compared via DTW. Frame is considered as the
basic unit of acoustic analysis, phoneme as that of pronunciation,
syllable as that of perception and sonority, and word as that of mean-
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Fig. 5: Overview of the experiments
ingful communication. Frame-unit DTW (fDTW) is baseline DTW,
and phoneme-unit DTW (pDTW), syllable-unit DTW (sDTW), and
word-unit DTW (wDTW) are conducted in the following way. On
the alignment path of fDTW, phoneme boundaries, syllable boundaries, and word boundaries are detected. For each unit on the path,
the DTW subscore is calculated as frame-based average in the unit.
Then, the subscores are accumulated and averaged by the number of
units to generate the DTW score for the whole utterance. If we use
phoneme as unit for example, the length differences among different
phonemes are cancelled, which may lead to more valid scoring.
In the case of PPG-based DTW between a shadowing and a
script-shadowing, a special path constraint is introduced. In shadowing, various incomplete production of speech sounds, such as repetition and insertion of word fragments and filled pauses, are found
not rarely [54, 55], especially when a given L2 utterance is unintelligible. Even when these phenomena are observed, if every word in
a given L2 utterance is shadowed, these phenomena should be ignored and no penalty should be given to calculate the DTW score.
To realize this scoring, the DTW path constraint in Figure 4 is used,
where insertions and repetitions in the shadowing are ignored and the
local distances are accumulated always step by step along the scriptshadowing, which is regarded as reference utterance in the DTW.
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Overview of the experiments
Figure 5 overviews the experiments. L2 utterances are shadowed
and script-shadowed by listeners, who are native or non-native. To
obtain ground truth instantaneous intelligibility scores, all the shadowings are carefully transcribed. The resulting transcripts are compared with their corresponding scripts by text-based DTW to derive
the ground truth intelligibility scores (A). Here, the score is calcu-

lated for each L2 recording, which is about 30-sec long, and for each
listener. It is highly expected that different listeners show different
instantaneous intelligibility scores for the same recording. Another
version of ground truth is calculated by PPG-based DTW (B). Both
in text-based DTW and PPG-based DTW, comparison between two
sequences is performed using multiple units (See Figure 3).
Our proposed method [2] approximates the ground truth scores
without manual transcription. Listeners’ shadowings (S) and scriptshadowings (SS) are converted to their PPGs, and they are compared
with each other by PPG-based DTW (C) using multiple units.
For comparison, two other automatic methods are examined. In
D, a human transcriber is replaced by a machine transcriber, which
is the Amazon ASR for American English, and the ASR-based transcripts are compared with their corresponding scripts. In E, shadowings are not used at all. The L2 utterances are automatically recognized, and the obtained transcripts are compared with their scripts. In
many non-English-speaking countries, learners of English have difficulty in finding English conversation partners outside classrooms. In
this situation, some teachers introduce ASR systems or smart speakers to learners, who can chat with the machines in English [56]. How
well can ASR simulate human listeners? The aim of ASR is to convert a given utterance to what the speaker intended, W in Figure 1,
not to convert it to what the listeners perceived, W a and W b in
Figure 1. If ASR can still simulate human listeners well, especially
for assessment purposes, it has to recognize and also misrecognize
like human listeners. How well can ASR simulate them? To answer
this question, E is examined in the experiments.
4.2. Stimuli
30 Japanese university students were asked to read aloud their original passages and record their voices on their computers. Their readaloud passages covered a wide range of topics such as academic re-
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Table 1: Correlations between the manual ground truth scores (A
and B) and the automatic scores (C, D, and E)
Corr.
J1
J2
N1
N2 NN1 NN2 NN3 mean
C–A 0.869 0.898 0.869 0.860 0.937 0.916 0.901 0.893
C–B 0.921 0.899 0.961 0.883 0.956 0.946 0.980 0.935
D–A 0.874 0.690 0.889 0.854 0.904 0.910 0.847 0.853
E–A 0.481 0.501 0.734 0.626 0.629 0.728 0.743 0.635
Correlations of C–A are all negative, but the signs are removed.
PPG-based ground truth DTW scores (B)

search and social issues in Japan. Their utterances sometimes contained syntax errors and inadequate pronunciations, and each utterance lasted for about 30 seconds or longer. According to the students’ scores of Versant English Test [57], 12 students were carefully
selected, whose overall proficiency scores exhibited a wide range of
distribution. Two native speakers, American and British, were also
added as model and control speakers. Finally, 14 utterances, one
from each of the 14 speakers, were prepared as stimuli.
4.3. Shadowers and transcribers
Three groups of shadowers were recruited: native (N) speakers of
English, non-native (NN) but very fluent speakers of English, and
Japanese (J) but very fluent speakers of English. The first two groups
did not understand Japanese at all. The seven shadowers are referred
to as N1, N2, NN1, NN2, NN3, J1, and J2 henceforth. The first
language (L1) of NN1 was Vietnamese and that of NN2 and NN3
was Chinese. The seven shadowers were asked to shadow each of
the 14 stimuli utterances and then script-shadow it.
Recording of shadowings and script-shadowings was done on a
website, where a practice page for shadowing was also prepared. For
practice, three audios from a high school English listening test and
one Japanese English audio were presented to shadowers, who were
allowed to practice repeatedly. After that, shadowings and scriptshadowings were recorded from the shadowers.
Transcribers who have the same L1 as that of the individual
shadowers were recruited, because the shadowers’ accents may affect the performance of transcription. An American transcriber transcribed shadowings from N1 and N2 and those from NN1, because
NN1’s accent was very native-like. Similarly, a Japanese transcriber
transcribed shadowings from J1 and J2, and a Chinese transcriber
transcribed those from NN2 and NN3. The three transcribers were
graduated students who had good knowledge of language learning
and very good proficiency in English. To reduce inter-transcriber
differences, detailed instructions were given prior to transcription.
Finally, for each of the 14 utterances, we have seven pairs of
a shadowing and a script-shadowing, corresponding to the seven
shadowers. For each utterance and each shadower, in Figure 5, the
ground truth instantaneous intelligibility scores are calculated with
manual transcription (A and B), and the automatic scores are calculated without manual transcription (C, D, and E).
4.4. Results and discussion
4.4.1. Objective assessment of the proposed method
The proposed method was assessed objectively, where the most fundamental unit for intelligibility measurement, word, was adopted.
Correlation between the ground truth intelligibility scores (A and B)
and the automatic scores (C, D, and E) was used as metric for assessment. Table 1 shows the correlations in four cases of C–A, C–B,
D–A, and E–A, separately for each shadower. It is clearly found that
C has high correlations with A, text-based ground truth, and that C
has even higher correlations with B, PPG-based ground truth. As
explained in Section 3.2, the PPG-based ground truth is considered
theoretically to be obtained by finer comparison, the above results
indicates a very high validity of our proposal. Out of the four cases,
for every shadower, the highest correlation is found always in C–
B. In Figure 6, the ground truth scores (B) and the automatic scores
(C) are plotted. Each shadower has 14 samples, corresponding to
the 14 speakers (recordings). While the instantaneous intelligibility
depends on the language background of listeners, high correlation is
obtained for any listener, who is native or non-native.
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Fig. 6: Correlations between C (x-axis) and B (y-axis)
Table 2: Average, maximum, and minimum of %Accuracy in ASR
and shadowers
ASR
J1
J2
N1
N2
NN1 NN2 NN3
avg. 0.828 0.862 0.834 0.853 0.843 0.795 0.668 0.593
max 0.985 0.966 0.931 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.800
min 0.625 0.692 0.688 0.615 0.577 0.477 0.354 0.369
Correlations in D–A are rather comparable to those in C–A, but
in J2 and NN3, their correlations in D–A are not so high as the others.
This is because their English pronunciation is strongly accented, and
the ASR performance was not high enough with these shadowers.
However, in C–A and C–B, with these shadowers, correlations are
very high because, in C, PPG-based DTW is made always within the
same shadower (accent). C is totally free from shadowers’ accents.
From E–A in Table 1, it seems to be inadequate to claim that
ASR can simulate listeners well. For each shadower and ASR,
%Accuracy was calculated for each speaker, and the averaged accuracy over the 14 speakers, the maximum, and the minimum are
shown in Table 2. It is found that the state-of-the-art ASR can recognize Japanese English better than listeners who are non-native,
non-Japanese but advanced learners of English. Taking the following well-known fact into account that about three-quarters of the
users of English do not speak English as L1 [58], to play the role of
human listeners well, ASR may have to learn how to misrecognize
correctly like human listeners, especially non-native listeners. This
was already pointed out also by the pioneering researchers [59].
4.4.2. Applicability of the proposed method to approximate instantaneous intelligibility in smaller units
In applied linguistics, intelligibility is discussed not only in a word
unit but also in smaller units such as phoneme [22–24]. As explained
in Section 3, the ground truth intelligibility (A and B) and the automatically approximated intelligibility (C) can be broken down into
smaller units. In A, by converting word-based scripts and transcripts
into syllable-based and phoneme-based ones, we can derive sAcc
and pAcc as well as wAcc (See Section 3.1). In C, as shown in
Figure 3, the DTW scores are calculated in the four different units,
i.e. fDTW, pDTW, sDTW, and wDTW, between a shadowing and
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Table 3: Correlations between the ground truth intelligibility (B) and the automatically approximated intelligibility (C) in multiple units
correlation between
native and non-native shadowers
B
C
J1
J2
N1
N2
NN1
NN2
NN3
fDTW
0.905
0.913
0.904
0.895
0.941
0.936
0.960
pDTW
0.904
0.860
0.929
0.877
0.975
0.947
0.961
fDTW
sDTW
0.900 0.861
0.942
0.879
0.969
0.945
0.950
wDTW
0.912
0.832
0.961
0.869
0.903
0.943
0.918
fDTW
0.891
0.929
0.918
0.869
0.923
0.946
0.962
pDTW
0.877
0.890
0.953
0.857
0.963
0.960
0.965
pDTW
sDTW
0.881 0.889
0.958
0.852
0.960
0.953
0.969
wDTW
0.899
0.852
0.961
0.821
0.876
0.949
0.942
fDTW
0.880 0.920
0.901
0.866
0.920
0.941
0.945
pDTW
0.876
0.872
0.948
0.857
0.962
0.954
0.952
sDTW
sDTW
0.882
0.878
0.955
0.854
0.959
0.955
0.974
wDTW
0.898
0.857
0.963
0.833
0.867
0.941
0.943
fDTW
0.892
0.911
0.893
0.866
0.951
0.940
0.970
pDTW
0.884
0.833
0.915
0.870
0.958
0.947
0.976
wDTW
sDTW
0.890 0.837
0.934
0.872
0.951
0.942
0.974
wDTW
0.921
0.899
0.961
0.883
0.956
0.946
0.980
C–B in Table 1 is shown as (B,C)=(wDTW, wDTW) in this table.

mean
0.922
0.922
0.921
0.905
0.920
0.924
0.923
0.900
0.910
0.917
0.923
0.900
0.918
0.912
0.914
0.935

Table 4: Correlations between the ground truth intelligibility (A) and the automatically approximated intelligibility (C) in multiple units
correlation between
native and non-native shadowers
A
C
J1
J2
N1
N2
NN1
NN2
NN3
mean
pAcc
pDTW
0.848
0.823
0.937
0.863
0.957
0.943
0.960
0.904
sAcc
sDTW
0.855
0.838
0.931
0.859
0.960
0.932
0.901
0.896
wAcc
wDTW
0.869
0.898
0.869
0.860
0.937
0.916
0.901
0.893
Correlations are all negative, but the signs are removed. C–A in Table 1 is shown as (A,C)=(wAcc, wDTW) in this table.

its corresponding script-shadowing. Further in B, between the synthetic speech of a script and that of a transcript, the PPG-based DTW
scores can be calculated in the four units.
Table 3 shows correlations between B and C in the four units
separately for each shadower, where each unit in B is compared with
the DTW scores calculated in all the units of C. In this table as well
as Table 1, we can say again that accentedness in shadowers’ pronunciation shows no influence at all, irrespective of the units used to
approximate instantaneous intelligibility. It is very reasonable that,
for each unit in B, the highest mean correlation over the seven shadowers is found when the same size of unit is used in automatic approximation in C. Further, the values of correlations are extremely
high in any unit. It clearly indicates that, for a pair of an L2 recording and a listener (shadower), the instantaneous intelligibility for the
pair can be approximated very precisely for any unit without manual
transcription. It is the case even when the unit is so small as 10 msec,
which is the frame shift used in fDTW (frame-based DTW).
Table 4 shows correlations between A and C in the four units.
Only the cases where the same unit was used both in A and C are
shown. Although the mean correlations are somewhat lower than
those in Table 3, accent independence is clearly shown again.
5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS FOR NEW APPLICATION
In this study, to uncover a listener’s perceived sequence of words in
mind, shadowing, which is a classical technique proposed in speech
perception studies, was effectively applied to native and non-native
listeners who are listening to an L2 recording. DTW between a shadowing and a script-shadowing can predict the instantaneous intelligibility for the recording. The local distances on the DTW path in
Figure 3 can be interpreted as sequential data of the instantaneous intelligibility, but this sequential annotation always requires human listeners (shadowers). Once a large enough paired corpus of L2 recordings and their sequential intelligibility scores is developed, however,
a virtual shadower may be built, which can predict the instantaneous
intelligibility for each word, syllable, phoneme, and even frame in a

given L2 utterance. Different from conventional CALL applications,
most of which are based on native-likeness scoring, virtual shadowers will be a new application that can support language education
based on the principle of intelligibility and comprehensibility. As
different listeners exhibited different behaviors in this paper, characterization or personalization of virtual shadowers is interesting and
very practical to real users of English, such as business persons who
have to visit and communicate with specific international customers.
How to build that corpus? Even without virtual shadowers, the
proposed framework may be introduced effectively into learners of
English. Many learners want to know how various others are listening to understand the learners, and also want to know how the
learners are listening to understand various others. About 1.5 billion people are speaking English and about three-quarters of them
are speaking English as second language or foreign language. If
it is possible to connect them as shadowers and shadowees by introducing a social network service for discovering World Englishes
users and being discovered by World Englishes users, a gigantic corpus of L2 recordings may be collected with sequential annotation of
various listeners’ instantaneous intelligibility. In studies of World
Englishes, non-native perception of accented pronunciations is one
of the hot topics [18, 21]. Even without virtual shadowers, the proposed framework will be used by researchers, teachers, and learners
of World Englishes, where users will encounter real shadowers.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, after describing the theoretical and scientific foundation of the shadowing-based method to measure the instantaneous
intelligibility, it was assessed experimentally and objectively by using the ground truth scores calculated via manual transcription, and
by analyzing the performance of the proposed method in multiple
units. Also, possible applications are discussed. We hope that, in the
future, the results of the study will help learners discover a large variety of World Englishes pronunciations and also enhance smoothness
of understanding among international users of English.
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